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Abstract
Wikipedia is one of the most accessed sources of medical information by the general public and is also
widely used by medical professionals and students. Its medical content consequently has a large impact
on health literacy. However, relatively few experts contribute to creating and improving its content,
and this is partly due to limited formal reward for contributing. One key method of encouraging greater
involvement therefore involves rewarding medical and research professionals with citable academic
publications that are dual-published in Wikipedia. Such publications provide an ideal outreach platform
for the author, increasing exposure for the journal, and providing high-quality content to the
encyclopedia.
Several successful dual-publication models exist. In the first model, peer-reviewed material is published
in a journal and subsequently copied to Wikipedia under a compatible licence (typically Creative
Commons). This produces new, high-quality articles and is easily consistent with current open access
journal practices. A second, less common format is where material is first published in Wikipedia, then
subjected to academic peer review before being published as a journal article. This model is also
compatible with the recent practice of improving and peer-reviewing existing Wikipedia pages. A third
model is where a journal requires authors to update Wikipedia as part of the journal’s publication
process. This allows content to be pitched at different levels for the journal and Wikipedia. Developing
and extending these models is a vital component of ensuring that accurate biomedical information is
available on a platform that is read by millions each day.

Introduction
Not long ago, an encyclopedia was a luxury item. Now, the largest encyclopedia the world has ever
known is freely available. Wikipedia has grown rapidly since its beginnings in 2001, and now
encompasses over 5.5 million articles in English, with a further 40 million across 299 languages (1). It is
widely used as a source of medical information by the general public, as well as medical students,
doctors, and scientists (2–5). Top medical articles get millions of views per year (Fig. 1). The accuracy of
these articles consequently influences public health literacy and medical education (6,7).
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Figure 1 | Readership size comparison. Total journal article readership numbers in
blue, annual Wikipedia article readership numbers in red.

Wikipedia is built entirely by collaborative volunteer labour, so there has long been caution over its
accuracy and credibility. Indeed, in its early years it was not clear whether constructive edits would
outweigh erroneous editing and deliberate vandalism. However, in 2005 the journal Nature famously
found the error rate between Wikipedia and Encyclopedia Britannica to be comparable (8), and
subsequent studies have explored in more detail accuracy within specific topic areas. Although highimportance articles are generally relatively well written, quality varies widely between articles more
broadly (9). Therefore, there is a constant need to update and improve information, address omissions,
add illustrations, and increase readability (9).
Over time, the encyclopedia is necessarily maturing from a site of article creation only towards one of
article improvement. Wikipedia articles can be internally peer-reviewed by one editor to be
awarded ’Good Article’ status, or by 5-10 editors to achieve ‘Featured Article’ status (10). This peer
review process is thorough, but is limited by the expertise of Wikipedia’s editor community. Improving
coverage of complex topics therefore benefits from more expert input, so there is now increasing
interest in promoting academic engagement with Wikipedia (11,12).
Academics’ opinions of the encyclopedia seem to be improving as its content matures (13–15). The
goal of attracting busy academics and professionals to contribute to Wikipedia is supported by offering
tangible career rewards (16,17). For example, there are moves to recognise editing Wikipedia and
citation by Wikipedia through the research impact measure, Altmetrics (16,18).
One effective tool for bridging the Wikipedia-academia divide is dual-publication in academic journals.
Dual-publication involves the publication of an article in both the scholarly literature as well as in
Wikipedia. Here, I describe how this can be achieved, highlight some successful examples, and explain
how they can benefit authors, journals, and the encyclopedia.
Dual-publishing models
There are several main models of dual-publishing. In all cases, the journal organises formal peer review
and publishes a permanent version of record, whilst Wikipedia hosts the editable version. In “journal
first” dual-publishing, material is first published in the journal with Wikipedia a secondary publishing
outlet. “Wikipedia first” dual-publishing includes a prior step where Wikipedia is treated as a preprint
server, where encyclopedia articles of sufficient quality can be subjected to academic peer review. In
“parallel” dual-publishing, different content on the same topic is tailored to the journal and Wikipedia.
The journal-published version of record stands as a stable, citable, indexed document. The Wikipedia-
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published version acts as a living document that is constantly updated with new information and
refined over time.
Generally, a good encyclopedia entry constitutes a broad academic review paper (diligent referencing,
neutral point of view, avoiding copyright violation, etc). However, there are typically minor formatting
and stylistic differences between the journal version and the Wikipedia version (Table 1). The journal
version typically includes figure and table numbering as standard practice, whereas numbering is not
included in Wikipedia, because they can be added, reordered, or replaced over time. The encyclopedia
also preferences secondary and tertiary sources for medical statements (ideally clinical guidelines,
meta-analyses, and reviews). Wikipedia also prefers dates over phrases that can become obsolete, such
as “currently” or “the latest”. Short section titles are preferred and “review-isms” are best avoided,
such as “As Jones et al showed in their 2001 Nature paper…”. Finally, it is also stricter in avoiding
original research, and only summarising published information. Nevertheless, authors report finding it
easy to adapt to the differences (17).
Table 1 | General features of the two different publication formats.
Academic Journal
Wikipedia
Very large and extended
Small and brief (21)
Median article - 10,000 per year (22)
Readership size
Median article - 800 total
Top 5% article - 1,000,000 per year
Top 5% article - 3000 total
(23)(24)
Other academics, often within General public as well as experts and
Readership composition
narrow field
professionals
Post-publication, public review of a
Pre-publication, private
sort by subject generalists
Peer review
review by 2-4 subject
‘Good article’ - 1 reviewer
specialists
‘Featured Article’ - 5-12 reviewers
Public generally trust
Varies by journal but
Reputation
Academics have mixed opinions by
generally extremely high
improving
Small number with relevant,
Large number with mixed expertise
accredited expertise.
Authorship
levels. Loose organisation. Many
Organised group with lead
pseudonymous or anonymous.
and corresponding authors.
Static
Constantly updated
Timeliness
Updated by new publications Only one consensus version

Once published, there are typically a higher number of page views of the Wikipedia version than the
journal version. Wikipedia pageviews are also relatively stable, compared to the shorter half-life for
page views of journal articles. Wikipedia articles that have been dual-published are indicated by an icon
at the top of the page (Fig. 2A), as well as a detailed reference to the published version in the
references section (Fig. 2B). Since standard Wikipedia articles should not be cited (19,20), this
information provides readers of these articles with the citable journal version of record.
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A

This article has been published in the peer-reviewed journal PLOS
Computational Biology. Click to view the published version

B

Figure 2 | Wikipedia article elements indicating. A) A journal icon is present in the top
right of the article title. Upon mouse-over, a notification appears. Clicking the icon
redirects to the journal article. B) A more in-depth description of the dual-publication is
present at the top of the article’s references section, along with the full citation and
relevant links.
Journal first model
Journal first dual-publishing involves authors writing an article for a peer reviewed journal which is
subsequently used for the creation of a new Wikipedia page (Fig. 3A). The format is relatively familiar,
but with a slightly broader scope than usual. Authors are given the journal’s guidelines, as well as a
simplified set of Wikipedia guidelines for the article to adhere to. The article is then submitted for
academic peer review by the journal (often public review). Articles approved by peer review are
published in the journal with an open access licence that is compatible with copying the content over
to Wikipedia, typically the Creative Commons licence CC BY (25). Once the content is published online
in the journal, it is duplicated on Wikipedia as a secondary outlet.
There is no particularly direct comparison in contemporary publishing for using Wikipedia to reach a
broader audience. The closest may be the increasing practice of researchers disseminating post-prints
and open access publications via self-archiving and eLibrary databases (26).
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Figure 3 | Dual-publishing information flow. In each case, the journal (left) performs
expert peer review and publishes a stable version of record, and Wikipedia (right)
presents the information to a larger audience. A) Journal first model, where information
content is first published in the journal article, and then published in Wikipedia as a
secondary outlet. B) Wikipedia first model, where information content is first published
in Wikipedia, then used as a pre-print for the journal article, then copied back to
Wikipedia. C) Parallel publication where the same author creates different content on
the same topic for both the journal and for Wikipedia.

Examples
The most prominent examples of the journal first model are the PLOS Computational Biology and PLOS
Genetics (27,28) journals. These journals established a ‘Topic Page’ format in 2012 for broad,
encyclopedic articles that would be published first in the journal, and then copied into Wikipedia.
Published topics encompass broad principles including circular permutation, as well as techniques like
transcriptomic technologies (29,30). The WikiJournal of Medicine was specifically set up with
Wikipedia-integration in mind (31,32) and publishes several related formats including full-length
encyclopedic articles, image galleries, and brief articles on new images and diagrams (33,34).
Benefits and limitations
The journal first model best fits with current open access publishing practices. Its main requirement is
some expertise in formatting text for Wikipedia, though this has been made simpler since the
introduction of the VisualEditor interface, which makes editing Wikipedia similar to a Word document.
PLOS achieves this by hosting a dedicated server for drafting wiki pages, topicpageswiki.plos.org.
Of course, many topics have existing but under-developed Wikipedia pages. If a topic is covered by a
‘Stub’ or ‘Start’ class Wikipedia page, that page is completely overwritten by the new publication. It is
always possible the page may revert to the earlier version, however this situation is unlikely and hasn’t
arisen so far. In the event of a dispute, the issue can be discussed on the article’s ‘talk page’, and a
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mediation committee can be asked to arbitrate if necessary. This leaves a grey area for topics where an
in-depth Wikipedia page is present but out of date, since the journal version of the article would likely
have to be integrated into the Wikipedia page in a more laborious fashion than most academic authors
are likely to attempt. The vast majority of Wikipedia pages are under 500 words, so there is plenty of
scope for this model (8).
Wikipedia first model
Wikipedia first dual-publishing involves taking an already existing Wikipedia page and subjecting it to
external academic peer review (Fig. 3B). Such pages may be recent, or have existed since Wikipedia’s
inception, even having previously passed internal Featured Article review. External scholarly review
allows its contents to be more stringently scrutinised by topic experts and are clearly marked as of
higher quality. Wikipedia is therefore treated as a preprint server by the journal. Due to Wikipedia’s
Creative Commons by attribution share-alike (CC BY-SA) copyright licence, the peer reviewed journal
version must also be published as CC BY-SA.
Examples
The first example of this model was the article “Dengue Fever” in 2014, published by Open Medicine
(35,36). This was followed by the WikiJournal of Medicine with articles covering topics from anatomy to
molecular biology (37,38). Overall, this model is the less common of the two.
Benefits and limitations
This format is far more flexible than the journal first model. It allows high quality Wikipedia articles
(“Good” or “Featured”) to be directly submitted for external peer review. It also allows medium-quality
articles to be updated, expanded, and then submitted. This incentivises direct editing of Wikipedia even
before the peer review process begins.
Although it has not yet been tested, it is worth noting that an article could go through the process of
external peer review multiple times if the Wikipedia version later changes sufficiently to warrant
another round of peer review and publication. It is conceivable that these updated journal articles
would be re-published every few years, comparable to textbook editions.
In this format, the existing Wikipedia article is treated as a pre-print. Some academic journals are still
wary of public pre-prints, since there is a strong drive for novelty and exclusivity. However, pre-print
servers such as ArXiv and PeerJ pre-prints have advanced this considerably. A greater restriction is the
requirement to publish under a CC BY-SA licence. This licence is uncommon in academic publishing,
which typically uses either the more permissive CC BY, or the more restrictive, non-commercial CC BYNC.
Although many Wikipedia articles have a small number of key contributors, often hundreds of
individuals will make some contribution. These authors may also be pseudonymous or completely
anonymous. This definitely conflicts with common practice in academia of clearly attributed and
accountable authorship. Journals have adapted to this by listing the names of authors who submitted
the article and responded to peer reviewer comments. The full list of all contributors is then included
either in the acknowledgments, or as a hyperlinked ‘et al’ in the author list. Author contributions are
fully listed in the article’s history (39) and graphically summarised as with the ArticleInfo tool (40).
Exact text contributions can be tracked in more detail with the whoCOLOUR tool (41,42). Nevertheless,
this may represent one of the greatest compatibility issues for journals looking to implement the
model.
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Parallel model
Parallel dual-publishing involves authors producing separate content for the journal and Wikipedia
rather than requiring the content to be identical in both outlets (Fig. 3C). Typically, the content to be
added to Wikipedia is peer reviewed at the same time as the journal article. The Wikipedia version can
therefore act as a lay summary to accompany a more technical journal article.
Examples
The largest example of this format is by the journal Gene, which introduced the Gene Wiki Review
format in 2013 (17). When authors write a review of a gene family for the Wiki Review, they are also
asked to update the relevant Wikipedia page (17,43). Similarly, since 2008 the journal RNA Biology has
required authors of articles about new RNA families to also create or update the corresponding
Wikipedia page (44).
Benefits and limitations
This format has the advantage that the content length, depth and style can be tailored for the journal
and Wikipedia versions. This may be particularly useful for highly technical topics, but involves
additional work for the authors. It is also compatible with any Wikipedia article and allows the journal
to use any license (including closed access). However, closed access publications have several
problems. The use of any text or images from Wikipedia is disallowed, and paywalled journal articles
are inaccessible by the public following the link from Wikipedia. It also doesn’t provide the same level
of validation for the Wikipedia content as other models. Overall, this model is easily implemented by
any journal and expandable but comes with a few drawbacks from an open-access perspective.
Other models
Other models include the possibility for journals to be involved in organising expert peer review for
articles even if they do not publish the outcomes. An example of this is The BMJ and its involvement in
the peer review of the Wikipedia article on Parkinson’s disease. This expands on other examples where
journals have assessed accuracy in Wikipedia articles by inviting reviewers to identify errors, such as
the famous Nature article in 2005 that listed all errors in 42 articles which were then corrected over the
subsequent five weeks (7,45).
Who pays?
Wikipedia is free to read and edit, whereas scholarly publishing requires payment from either readers
(subscription) or authors (open access). In the case of the PLOS journals, there is typically an article
processing fee (APF) of $2250 (46). However, this is waived for Topic Page review articles and so
publishing costs are borne by the journal. WikiJournal of Medicine takes greater advantage of volunteer
labour and its web hosting cost is covered by the Wikimedia Foundation, so it is able to publish without
fees of any kind (31,32). Conversely, the Gene and RNA Biology journals are subscription by default, but
will publish via open access for an APF of approximately $3300 and $1500 respectively (47,48).
Conclusions
All of these models couple the extreme reach and accessibility of Wikipedia with the rigorous peer
review and specialist readership of academic journals. They therefore impact both the general public
and academic corpus. Each model has its relative advantages: the journal first model is easier to
implement, but the Wikipedia first model offers more flexibility and scope.
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Any open access journal can easily implement the journal first model. The only requirement is having
an experienced Wikipedian involved in the project to help on the encyclopedia side. The technical
requirements for editing Wikipedia are simple, and authors only need minor advice on style and scope
of encyclopedia-like review articles.
These dual-publishing models are part of a larger push towards greater Wikipedia-academia integration
by individuals, societies, and institutions. These include Wikipedia editing courses for students (49),
article writing competitions (50), organising groups of experts to overhaul pages (51), donating
multimedia content (33), or integrating scientific databases (52). Through all of this, the ultimate goal is
that of accurate and comprehensive information, free to access for the world’s population.
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